## A/C Type | Description | FAA PMA | OEM Part No. | STC | Part No. | Price
--- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | ---
190 | RH Tailpipe | K0450386-68 | 05-07837 | $125.75
190 | LH Tailpipe | K0450384-68 | 05-078391 | $125.75
190 | LH Muffler | K0450490-26 | 05-078411 | $146.00
190 | RH Muffler | K0450490-26M | 05-078411 | $146.00
190 | LH Riser | K0450490-69 | 05-078421 | $125.75
190 | LH Riser | K0450490-70 | 05-078499 | $74.75
190 | RH Riser | K0450490-74 | 05-078499 | $74.75
190 | M2 MUFFLER | K0450490-66 | 05-078622 | $626.00
171 | Muffler | KAVCCON-01 | 05-078533 | $689.00
172 | Right Rear Riser | K1754007-1 | 05-078523 | $529.95
172 | Left Rear Riser | K1754008-1 | 05-078633 | $529.95
172 | LH Front Riser | K1754009-1 | 05-078643 | $529.95
172 | LH Front Riser | K1754010-1 | 05-078653 | $529.95
180 | Left hand collector | N Y | 0750289-13 | 05-078663 | $380.00
170, 180, 185, 206 | Water Rudder - Lift handle | N N | 1191-7 | 05-079213 | $524.00
170/172 | Right hand muffler | K0500157-32 | 05-078670 | $189.95
170/172 | Riser | K0500157-7 | 05-078670 | $392.95
170/172 | Riser | K0500157-8 | 05-078683 | $125.75
170/172 | Left hand muffler | K0500157-9 | 05-078683 | $861.00
170/172 | 175/176 MUFFLER | K0500157-69 | 05-078683 | $626.00
180/182 | Muffler | K0750132-12 | 05-078733 | $530.00
180/182 | Collector | K0750132-9 | 05-078733 | $305.00
180/182 | Collector STC'd | K07501304-46 | 05-078733 | $963.00
180/182 | Collector 12" | K0750133-67A | 05-078733 | $785.00
180/182 | Collector 14" | K0750133-67B | 05-078733 | $882.00
180/182 | Fuel Caps | N N | 3020-180 | 05-04025 | $104.75
206/207/210 | Muffler 14H | K2500841-13 | 05-078730 | $524.00
206/207/210 | Right Hand Collector | K2500842-2 | 05-078773 | $729.00
28-140/150/160/180 | Left Front Stack | K67326-02 | 05-078941 | $505.00
28-140/150/160/180 | Right Rear Stack | K67326-02 | 05-078941 | $505.00
28-140/150/160/180 | Right Front Stack | K67326-02 | 05-078941 | $505.00
28-140/150/160/180 | Left Rear Stack | K67326-02 | 05-078941 | $505.00
28-140/150/160/180 | Left Front Riser | K63500-00 | 05-079011 | $728.00
28-140/150/160/180 | Left Rear Riser | K63500-00 | 05-079011 | $728.00
28-140/150/160/180 | Right Front Riser | K76701-00 | 05-079021 | $211.95
28-140/150/160/180 | Right Rear Riser | K76701-00 | 05-079021 | $211.95
31-300/310/320 | Left hand elbow | K16000-11 | 05-079263 | $131.75
31-300/310/320 | Left rear elbow | K16000-13 | 05-079263 | $375.00
31-300/310/320 | Left hand tube | K16000-14 | 05-079263 | $174.75
31-300/310/320 | Left hand assembly | K16820A | 05-07913 | $124.95
31-300/310/320 | Upper tailpipe | K40310-08 | 05-079289 | $657.00
31-300/310/320 | Lower tailpipe | K40310-09 | 05-079291 | $788.00
31-350 | Right rear elbow | K16000-7 | 05-079291 | $472.00
31-350 | Right hand elbow | K16000-9 | 05-079311 | $131.75
31-350 | Upper tailpipe | K40310-09 | 05-079303 | $667.00
32-300 | Left Rear Stack | K38107-02 | 05-079393 | $242.95
32-300 | Left Center Stack | K38107-03 | 05-079393 | $242.95
32-300 | Right Front Stack | K38107-04 | 05-079393 | $235.95
32-300 | Right Front Stack | K38107-05 | 05-079411 | $261.95
32-300 | Right Rear Stack | K38107-06 | 05-079411 | $261.95
32-300 | Muffler | K075132-10 | 05-079411 | $261.95
32-300 | Stack | K67517-00 | 05-079181 | $583.00
32-300 | Muffler | K67517-00 | 05-079181 | $583.00
32-300 | Muffler | K67517-00 | 05-079181 | $583.00
C-170 | Kit Cassina | N N | 3168-170 | 05-077381 | $516.00

---

**Prices Subject to Change Without Notice**